
LOGISTIC REGRESSION.

1. Introduction.

If we have dichotomous outcome variables i.e. (event occurs / event doesn’t occur ) we use binary logistic
regression to model the log odds of the outcome as a linear combination of the predictor variables. Hence we
estimate a set of regression coefficients that predict the probability of an event occuring. We therefore predict from
a knowledge of relevant independent variables the probability (p) that it is 1 (event occurring) rather than 0 (event
not occurring)

ln(
prob(event)

1 − prob(event)
) = β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + ...+ βkXk

The quantity to the left of the equal sign is called a logit the log of the odds that an event occurs. The odds that
an event occurs is the ratio of the number of people who experience the event to the number of people who do
not. The coefficients in the logistic regression model tell you how much the logit changes based on the values of the
predictor variables.

2. Interpreting the odds ratio.

Logistic regression, being based on the probability of an event occurring, allows us to calculate an odds ratio,
which are the ratio of the odds of an event occurring to it not occurring.
Consider the probability of an event occuring being 0.8 then the probability of the event not occuring is 0.2, hence
the odds ratio is given by 0.8

0.2 = 4
1 = 4. This is interpreted as the odds of the event occuring are 4 to 1 on, and the

odds of the event not occuring would be 0.2
0.8 = 0.25, ie. 4 to 1 against.

Odds ratios can be thought of as similar to betting odds, and can be interpreted in the same way, consider the
following bookmakers odds for some horses in a race;

• Crystal Lake 11/2
• You’re Fired 13/2
• Legend Rising 7/1
• Examiner 8/1
• Idea 8/1
• Master The World 10/1

Hence if for a £2 stake on You’re Fired we get £13 back, (plus our initial stake), the smaller the odds ratio the
more likely the bookmakers think the horse will win.
In logistic regression, the dependent variable is in fact a logit, which is a log of odds (see above) hence to get
the odds ratio we simply exponentiate the log odds given in the computer output. To convert the log odds to a
probability (P ) we just rearrange the equation above to obtain;

P =
exp(β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + ...+ βkXk)

1 + exp(β0 + β1X1 + β2X2 + ...+ βkXk)

Value of logit(p) Condition of probability Condition of odds

0 p(success)=p(failure) odds(success)=1

<0 p(success) <p(failure) odds(success)<1

> 0 p(success) >p(failure) odds(success)>1

Table 1. Parametric equivalents
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